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is found by determining the specific gravity s of the latter at I5°/I5° an(i
applying the formula:
*-_*!_.
0-9991545
where g is the number of grams of alcohol in 100 c.c. of the distillate, k
the dilution of the latter, 0-999154 the weight in grams of I c.c. of water
at 15° C. and % the required percentage of alcohol by weight in the liquor
under examination.
3. Direct Determination of the Alcoholic Strength by means of
the Alcoholometer.—In practice the determination of the specific gravity
and the use of tables are avoided by direct determination of the alcoholic
strength by means of hydrometers with suitable graduation known as
alcoholometers.
The one most commonly used is that of
Gay-Lussctc which is graduated at 15° C.
and gives the alcoholic strength by volume
(number of c.c. of alcohol in 100 cjc. of
the liquid at 15° C.). In Italy and certain
other countries, the official alcoholometer
is that of Tralles; this differs from the
preceding only in being graduated at 15-56°
C. (60° F.), so that its indications differ from
those of the Gay-Lussac alcoholometer.1
fig. 59
The alcoholometer should be carefully
cleaned and dried and then gradually im-
mersed in the liquid contained in a cylindri-
cal vessel and maintained at the required
temperature; it should be gently agitated
to detach any adherent air-bubbles. It is
then left to itself and when equilibrium has been attained, the reading
on the stem corresponding with the level surface of the liquid (see Fig.
59) is determined.
When the alcoholometric determination is made at a temperature other
than that for which the instrument is graduated, the readings require
corrections, which are taken from tables which have been compiled.
1 In Great Britain and Ireland, and in most British colonies, the strength of spirit
is often expressed in relation to that of so-called proof spirit, namely, " that which at
the temperature of 51° F. weighs exactly twelve-thirteenths of an equal measure of
distilled water " at the same temperature. Proof spirit contains 49-28% by weight
or 57-10% by volume of absolute alcohol and has the specific gravity 0-91976 at
i5*6°/i5*6° C. A spirit is said to be 25 degrees under proof when 100 vols. of it contain
75 vols, of proof spirit or 25 degrees over proof when 100 vols. of it yield 125 vols. of
proof spirit on dilution with water. If W and V represent the percentages of absolute
alcohol by weight and volume respectively, P the percentage of proof spirit and D
the specific gravity, the following relations hold :
p = V x 1-7525, or V = P x 0-5706
V = WD x 1-26, or W = (V x 0-7938)^ D
p = WD x 2-208, or W = (P x 0-453)— D
The official alcoholometer is thefSikes' hydrometer, which is a gilded brass instru-
ment and is provided with a number of auxiliary weights to allow of its use with spirits
pf widely varying g£renjftjis> ^Translator.]

